Melody Maestro
Do any three activities to earn your Melody Maestro badge.

**Explore**
- Learn about a type of music or instrument that interests you.
- Read a biography of a composer, musician, or singer.
- Try playing a musical instrument!

**Write**
- Write your own song lyrics.
- Write a letter to your favorite composer, musician, or singer.
- Invent a new instrument and write an advertisement for it.

**Create**
- Make a playlist for different activities like playing outside or doing chores.
- Build an instrument using recycled materials and other things around the house.
- Create an album cover or concert poster.

*Use the reverse side to do some of the activities.*

*Bring this back to the library to get your badge.*
Create

Make a playlist for different activities like playing outside or doing chores.

To find fun Badge Squad events, go to calendar.buckslib.org